
MAGNIFICENT 8
FEATURES OF THE

THE 

imagePROGRAF TX SERIES 



2.
MULTI-FUNCTION

ROLL SYSTEM 
The imagePROGRAF TX Series includes
a multi-function roll system to suit your 
varying print needs. The secondary roll

can be used for roll feeding or as a media
take-up unit, enabling either high-volume 

printing of mixed media types through
two rolls, or continuous large-format

printing, with the second roll automatically
rewinding the printout – giving

users freedom from continuously
supervising the device.

This means, for instance, that you can feed 
mixed types and sizes of media from both 

rolls during the day, and then switch the 
lower unit to take-up and run unattended 

large format printing during the night. 

3.
OPTIMISED

INK USE
The ink tanks of the imagePROGRAF TX Series 

are provided in three sizes (700 ml, 330 ml
and 160 ml), which can be mixed and matched 

to suit your printing environment and the 
amount of each colour you use.

Thanks to this flexibility you can reduce
how often you need to replace ink tanks,
which helps you use ink more effectively

and avoid interruptions.

6.
INK REPLACEMENT
DURING PRINTING

When ink tanks do run out the
imagePROGRAF TX Series automatically 

switches to reserve sub-ink tanks, to enable
hot-swap ink tank replacement during 

printing. This makes it easy to use all ink in 
the tanks before changing them, preventing 

downtime and helping to cut costs. 

These sub-ink tanks are easy to maintain - 
the operation panel displays the amount
of ink remaining in the sub-ink tanks in 

three levels: full, half and empty.

7.
ENHANCED SECURITY

FEATURES  
Security is important in every environment, 

especially Print-for-Pay businesses who
handle customer data and in offices where 
large format printers are shared by many

different users. 

To protect your sensitive data, the
imagePROGRAF TX Series offers strengthened
security features including secure data stor-

age and erasure, encrypted data transmission,
interface security and secure printing.

4.
BORDERLESS

PRINTING  
The imagePROGRAF TX Series can

perform borderless printing easily on 
standard-width rolls, so you don’t need 

to manually cut prints to size - saving you 
time and materials.

For bespoke widths, the series offers
a three-sided borderless print function,

so all you need to do is cut the final edge 
to any size you need.

8.
SOFTWARE SUPPORT
FOR GREAT RESULTS  

Alongside ample management software to 
help users work more efficiently, the

imagePROGRAF TX Series includes software 
to support CAD and in-house poster

production as standard.

This includes PosterArtist, offering templates 
and clip art to help even inexperienced users 

produce high-quality posters in-house.
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1.
IMPRESSIVE

PRODUCTIVITY 
To keep your business running smoothly, 
you need to be able to work quickly and 

without interruption.

On top of rapid printing speeds from 2.8 
to 3.2ppm* the imagePROGRAF TX Series 

offers dual roll feeding, automatic roll 
loading and high-capacity ink tanks so 

you can keep printing without frequently 
stopping to change consumables. 

 
*TX-2100 is 2.8ppm A1 portrait. 

TX-3100/4100 A1 in landscape 3.2ppm.

5.
EASY MEDIA
HANDLING 

Alongside automatic roll loading,
the imagePROGRAF TX Series can

automatically detect what media is loaded, 
and how much of it is left on the roll.

Save time configuring your device
for different media types, and get early
warnings when rolls are running low

to avoid stopping mid-print.

KEEP YOUR
INFORMATION SAFE

KEEP YOU
PRODUCTIVE

KNOW WHAT   MEDIA   YOU’RE USING 

ADAPT TO SUIT 
YOUR NEEDS 

MAKE THE MOST 
OF YOUR 

RESOURCES
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